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Preface

Despite the variety of Chinese textbooks available today, the 

need for a coherent sequence of reading materials, suitable for multi-

ple levels of Chinese profi ciency, remains. Cheng & Tsui Company 

recently invited us to develop such a series, starting from beginning 

Chinese and proceeding to advanced—a challenge we were delighted 

to meet. 

This series of reading materials shall consist of fi ve volumes, 

corresponding to fi ve progressive levels of Chinese profi ciency. 

Volume one is suitable for use by students in the second semester 

of their fi rst year of Chinese study, or at the “Intermediate 

Low” level, according to ACTFL profi ciency guidelines (please visit 

www.actfl .org for more information). Volumes two and three are 

designed for students in the fi rst and second semesters, respectively, 

of their second year of study, or levels “Intermediate Mid” and 

“Intermediate High.” Volumes four and fi ve are appropriate for 

students in the fi rst and second semesters, respectively, of third year 

Chinese: “Advanced Low” and “Advanced Mid.”

The Moon Is Always Beautiful is the third volume of this Cheng 

& Tsui Readings in Chinese Culture Series. It is intended for students 

in the second semester of a second-year Chinese course.
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Each volume consists of ten lessons. The text of each lesson is 
approximately fi ve hundred characters in length and has a list of 
approximately thirty new vocabulary items. The vocabulary lists were 
chosen based on popular, standard Chinese language textbooks, and 
selections were further solidifi ed after fi eld testing. Exercises are pro-
vided at the end of each lesson in a variety of formats: matching 
related words, multiple-choice questions, questions covering essay 
content, and discussion questions for oral practice. Answer keys and 
a vocabulary index can be found at the end of each volume. 

To accommodate a diverse range of profi ciency levels and learn-

ing practices, each lesson also includes a list of frequently used words 

and phrases that are similar in meaning to vocabulary items, or other-

wise related to the essay. In an appendix at the back of this book, the 

full text of each essay is also provided in pinyin, together with simpli-

fi ed Chinese characters, in consideration of various language levels 

and teaching styles. Furthermore, each lesson’s text, vocabulary, and 

exercises are printed on facing pages in both simplifi ed and traditional 

characters. The answer keys and index also provide both character 

forms. 

We wrote the essays in such a way that the prose not only con-

forms to standard Mandarin Chinese, but also retains a smooth and 

straightforward fl ow. To ensure that students continue to review pre-

viously learned material, later lessons incorporate grammar patterns 

and vocabulary words that appear in earlier lessons.

At present, many American high schools have begun to offer an 

Advanced Placement (AP®) program in Chinese, and the AP® cur-

riculum specifi cally emphasizes the need for students to understand 

and appreciate Chinese culture while studying the language. In 

preparing this series of reading materials, we made a concerted effort 

to ensure that linguistic practice is seamlessly integrated with the 
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acquisition of cultural knowledge, so that students may understand 

both contemporary and historical Chinese culture through language 

learning. In order to accurately refl ect both China’s historical tradi-

tions and modern trends, all lessons that refer to classical stories 

include the original text along with its source. We also consulted 

various relevant materials and verifi ed facts for all lessons that discuss 

present-day social issues. 

We believe that students will fi nd these compiled essays both 

intellectually stimulating and engaging. Our goal is that this series’ 

lessons will help students broaden their linguistic range, stimulate 

their interest in learning Chinese, boost their reading comprehension 

level, and strengthen their understanding of Chinese culture. 

We sincerely hope this series of reading materials will be of use 

to all students of Chinese—whether they are taking AP® Chinese 

language and culture courses in high school, are enrolled in Chinese 

language courses in college, or are studying Chinese independently.

We want to thank Cheng & Tsui Company for giving us the 

opportunity to create this series and for making many valuable sug-

gestions. Our sincere thanks also go to Laurel Damashek and Kristen 

Wanner, of the Cheng & Tsui editorial department, for their great 

support and excellent work on this project. Our gratitude also extends 

to Mr. Jian Liu for his excellent illustrations in this volume. We also 

want to thank Xi Huang for his contributions to this project.

Any comments or criticisms from teachers and students alike 

would be gladly welcomed. These insights would be invaluable for the 

improvement of future editions of this book. Please direct any feed-

back to: editor@cheng-tsui.com.

Weijia Huang and Qun Ao

November 2007

Boston
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New Vocabulary

1. jiérì n. festival; holiday

2. guānyú prep. about; on

3. chuánshuō n. legend

4.  Wúgāng prn. person’s name

5.  fáshù vo. cut down trees

6.  yùtù prn. the Jade Hare

7. dǎoyào vo. grind medicine

8.  fá v. punish

9.   kǎnfá v. fell trees; cut lumber

10.  jīngxīn adj. meticulous; elaborate

11.  zhìzuò v. make

12.   jiājiāhùhù n. every household

13.  yuánxiāo n. sweet dumplings 
     made of glutinous 
     rice fl our (for the 
     Lantern Festival)

 Simplifi ed Traditional Pinyin Part of English
 Characters Characters  Speech Defi nition
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14.  diǎn v. light up

15. dēnglong n. lantern

16. yuèbǐng n. moon cake (for the 
     Mid-Autumn 
     Festival)

17.  tuányuán v. reunion

18.  wàidì n. parts of the country 
     other than where 
     one is

19.  tuánjù v. reunite

20.  yínshī  vo. recite poetry

21.  shāngxīn adj. sad, broken-hearted

22.  shùshuō v. recount, narrate

23.  fánnǎo adj. annoyed

24.  tóngnián n. childhood

25.  wǎngshì n. past events; the past

26.  sīniàn v. think of; long for; 
     miss

27.  wúlùn conj. no matter what

28.   wān adj. curved

29.  yuèyá n. crescent moon

30.  jìtuō v. place (hope, etc.) on

 Simplifi ed Traditional Pinyin Part of English
 Characters Characters  Speech Defi nition
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✦  ✦
✦  ✦

Commonly Used Related Words and Phrases

Traditional Holidays

 Simplifi ed Traditional Pinyin Part of English
 Characters Characters  Speech Defi nition

1.  chūnjié prn. the Spring Festival 
     (the fi rst day of the 
     fi rst month of the 
     Chinese lunar 
     calendar)

2.  yuánxiāojié prn. the Lantern Festival 
     (the fi fteenth day of 
     the fi rst lunar month)

3.  qīngmíngjié prn. the Pure Brightness 
     Festival, also known 
     as the Tomb-Sweeping
     Festival (on April 4, 5, 
     or 6 solar term)

4.  duānwǔjié prn. the Dragon Boat 
     Festival (the fi fth day 
     of the fi fth lunar 
     month)
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 Simplifi ed Traditional Pinyin Part of English
 Characters Characters  Speech Defi nition

5.  zhōngqiūjié prn. the Mid-Autumn 
     Festival (the fi fteenth
     day of the eighth
     lunar month)

6.  chóngyángjié prn. Double Ninth 
     Festival (the ninth 
     day of the ninth 
     lunar month)

Modern Holidays

 Simplifi ed Traditional Pinyin Part of English
 Characters Characters  Speech Defi nition

1.  yuándàn prn. New Year’s Day

2.  fùnǚjié prn. International 
     Women’s Day
      (March 8th)

3.  láodòngjié prn. International Labor
     Day (May 1)

4.  értóngjié prn. International 
     Children’s 
     Day (June 1)

5.  jiànjūnjié prn. Army Day (PRC) 
     (August 1) 

6.   guóqìngjié prn. National Day (PRC) 
     (October 1)
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Source
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Exercises

Link the related words

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
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Exercises

Link the related words

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Choose the most appropriate phrase to complete the sentence

1.

a.

b.

c.

2.

a.

b.

c.

3.

a.

b.

c.

4.

a.

b.

c.
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Choose the most appropriate phrase to complete the sentence

1.

   a. 
   b. 
   c. 

2.

a. 
   b. 
   c. 

3.

a. 
   b. 
   c. 

4.

a. 
   b. 
   c. 
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Choose the correct answer

1.

a.

b.

c.

2.

a.

b.

c.

3.

a.

b.

c.

4.

a.

b.

c.
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Choose the correct answer

1.

a. 
   b. 
   c. 

2.

a. 
   b. 
   c. 

3.

a. 
   b. 
   c. 

4.

a.

b.

c.
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Think about the questions and talk about your perspective

1.

2.

3.
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Think about the questions and talk about your perspective

1.

 2.

 3.
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 一
yuè liang zǒng shì měi hǎo de

   zhōng guó rén tè bié xǐ huān yuè liang

 zhōng guó yǒu xǔ duō guān yú yuè liang de chuán

 shuō lì rú cháng é bēn yuè wú gāng fá shù

 yù tù dǎo yào děng  děng

   wú gāng fá shù shì shuō wú gāng xué

 xí de shí hou fàn le cuò wù shàng dì fá

 tā dào yuè gōng li kǎn fá guì huā shù     yù

 tù dǎo yào shì shuō yù tù wèi le bāng zhù

 cháng é huí dào rén jiān měi tiān dōu zài jīng

 xī de zhì zuò néng gòu huí dào rén jiān de

 xīn yào zhōng guó bú dàn yǒu guān yú yuè liang

 de chuán shuō ér qiě hái yǒu yuè liang de jié

 rì  yuè liang de jié rì yǒu liǎng gè yī gè

 shì yuán yuè shí wǔ de yuán xiāo jié yī gè

 shì bā yuè shí wǔ de zhōng qiū jié
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   shí wǔ shì xīn nián de dì yī gè

 yuán yuè yuán yuè yè zhè tiān wǎn shàng jiā jiā

 hù hù chī yuán xiāo diǎn dēng long qìng zhù yuán

 yuè de dào lái wèi shén me zhè tiān wǎn shàng

 yào chī yuán xiāo yào diǎn dēng long ne yīn wèi

 yuá yuán de yuán xiāo hé míng liàng de dēng long

 jiù xiàng tiān shàng de yuè liang yī yàng hòu lái

 rén men bǎ zhè yī tiān jiù jiào zuò yuán xiāo

jié yě jiào zuò dēng long jié

   yuè liang měi yuè de shí wǔ yuán yī

 huí yī nián yào yuán shí èr huí zhōng guó rén

 jué de bā yuè shí wǔ de yuè liang zuì yuán

 zuì liàng zuì hǎo kàn bā yuè shí wǔ zhè yī

 tiān zhèng hǎo shì qiū tiān de zhōng jiān suǒ yǐ

 rén men jiù bǎ zhè yī tiān jiào zuò zhōng qiū

 jié

   guò zhōng qiū jié de shí hou rén men

 chī yuè bǐng yuán yuán de yuè bǐng xiàng zhēng zhe

 jiā rén tuán tuán yuán yuán yīn wèi zhōng qiū jié
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 shì jiā rén tuán yuán de jié rì suǒ yǐ zhōng

 qiū jié yě jiào tuán yuán jié zhè yī tiān zài

 wài dì xué xí hé gōng zuò de rén bù guǎn

 lí jiā duō yuǎn dōu yào huí jiā hé jiā rén

 
 tuán jù

   zhōng guó rén xǐ huān yuè liang yīn wèi

 yuè liang yǒng yuǎn shì měi hǎo de rén men gāo

 xìng de shí hou wàng zhe yuè liang yín shī chàng

 gē rén men shāng xīn de shí hou duì zhe yuè

 liang shù shuō xīn zhōng de fán nǎo rén men shuì

 bù zháo jiào de shí hou jìng jìng de kàn zhe

 yuè liang huí xiǎng zhe tóng nián de wǎng shì sī

 niàn zhe yuǎn fāng de qīn yǒu

   qí shí wú lùn shì yuán yuán de yuán

 yuè hái shì wān wān de yuè yá tā dōu huì

 gěi rén men dài lái yī fèn kuài lè yī zhǒng

 jì tuō hé yī piàn sī niàn




